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Welcome to HYSA Soccer! 
 
First and foremost, thank you for volunteering your time to coach this season. Coaches are the 
foundation to the game and this program. At HYSA we could not run without the selflessness 
and dedication from our volunteer coaches. To help you in this role we’ve designed a coaching 
manual to educate parent volunteers, like yourself. Coaching is not difficult but does require 
planning and organization. This is where the Coaching Manual comes into play, the manual will 
give you the confidence you need to coach by providing a weekly practice session with 
explanations.  
 
We want all children and parents to develop a love for the game.  
 
There are two important points to consider when coaching; 
1. Have FUN 
2. Let the children play 
 
Again, thank you for your interest in serving the players and families as a volunteer coach! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
HYSA Mission Statement: to positively impact the development of youth in our community by 
providing a fun soccer environment for players of all ages and playing abilities and create a 
lifelong passion for the sport of soccer.    
 
HYSA Recreation Soccer Goals:  
FUN- enjoy the game of soccer.  
DEVELOP – our players socially through the game of soccer within our community. 
LEARN- the game of soccer while improving technically and tactically in the process. 
PROVIDE-a competitive environment where winning isn’t everything. 
CREATE- a love for the game. 
 
3rd Grade and above are truly recreational play. To play the game for fun, physical exercise, 
soccer and social development within the community setting. 
 
Desired Outcomes at 9v9 
Social: Fun, self-motivation, work in groups and shows sporting behavior 
Cognitive: Problem solve in the game and increase tactical awareness 
Overall Motor: Early mastery of some techniques 
Technical: Dribbling, 1v1, passing/receiving, ball striking, defending 1v1 and in small groups, 
players experience goalkeeping.  
 
Team Tactical Principles 

5-6th Grade 
Attacking:     Defending: 
Shoot      Protect the goal 
Pass or dribble forward   Steal the ball 
Spread out     Make it compact 
Create passing options   Keep it compact 
Support the attack    Pressure the ball, cover and balance 
Create 2v1 or 1v1    Outnumber the opponent  
Change pace/rhythm    Stay involved 
Switch positions    Mark the player/area 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The role of a coach-To provide a FUN, SAFE and EDUCATIONAL environment were social 
development can occur. Also focus on player development solely, not team wins or team play. 
As a coach we DO NOT play in the session, LET THE CHILDREN PLAY! 
 
Organizing your practice- Print and read your practice plan, each session and activity should 
focus on ONE specific technique e.g. dribbling keep the focus on that technique/skill. 
 
Coaching Grid -Use a marked area to provide boundaries. Make the grid according to the age, 
number and ability of players and the type of activity being practiced. 
 
Get them going- As soon as players arrive for practice you should encourage them to play alone 
or with others until the full team have arrived ready to start. Juggling alone, dribbling within an 
area, passing to a partner or set up small sided games.  
 
Stopping practice- When you want to stop the practice to make a coaching point or to change 
the activity use a short sharp command such as “FREEZE” or “STOP STAND STILL”. Try to avoid 
stopping the practice at every mistake you see as the session will lose its flow and the children 
will become frustrated. 
 
Restarting practice- To restart the practice use commands like “PLAY” or “3-2-1 LIVE” by using 
the same catchy commands the children will pick up these cues from week one and react to 
them throughout the season. 
 
During the practice- Give the players a clear picture of the technique you are coaching and a 
limited number of coaching points.  Allow them to get lots of repetition, players will take some 
time to feel their way into new skills and learn through discovery. 
 
Communication- Do NOT commentate throughout the session, the children will switch off and 
tune out. Be prepared to make both general coaching points to the group and step in to correct 
individual specific player’s techniques.  
 
Coaching Position- Do NOT stand in one spot, you should move continually throughout the 
practice area and be seen watching the players all equally.  
 
Questioning-Try to avoid talking AT your players during practice, involve them in the process of 
guided discovery. Ask lots of questions- What? Where? Who? When? Why? 
 
Demonstration- Demonstration should be used multiple times in a practice, children are visual 
and verbal learners so explain the practice verbally them demonstrate it to help the visual 
learners. If you are not comfortable demonstrating, ask a skilled player to do it.  
 
Recap- Conclude each session with a recap of the key areas covered and check to see if the 
players can remember the coaching points.    



Club policies 
Playing time: HYSA policy is that everyone will play at least 50% of the game. Player’s time is 
connected to practice and participation, if a player regularly misses practice, it will affect 
playtime. 
 
Player rotation: All players should be encouraged to “rotate” positions including the goal 
keeper. We want children to experience all positions and get a chance to develop all over the 
field. 
 
Player Sharing: If one team has a full team and another has players missing, please share 
players and give your children as much playing time as possible.   
 
Goal differential: Differentials of 3-4 goals, teams should start getting creative by limit touches, 
ten passes before shooting, shoot outside of the box only, moving players positions or playing a 
player or two down to challenge the winning team.  
 
Score lines: No results are being recorded within HYSA Recreation Soccer, no league standings, 
or win/loss/tie records. Please don’t relate success of your team to how many games they win.  
 
Consistent experience: As a club we want every child to have the same opportunities and 
experience throughout their years in the program. Therefore, we follow the club policies and 
the structure provided from the club professionals to ensure this. Balanced teams, exposure to 
different coaches is a goal to get to long term. Keeping our players having fun and growing the 
love of the game is paramount.  
 
Session structure 
All sessions posted online and available to you prior to the season. The session structure is: 
 

1. Play One (small sided games) 
2. Practice – game related activity 
3. Play Two- (closest to 7v7 as possible) 

 
Play One- set up two mini games and play for at least 15 minutes. No coaching, ask questions 
regarding the session topic ie. when do you dribble? where do you dribble? 
 
Practice - the next part of the session will focus on a specific area of the field and a topic, 
attacking or defending.  Repetition is the key, the more times the correct technique and game 
understanding is evident the quicker the players will learn and develop. 
 
Play Two- The session will conclude each practice a game.  At the end of each session the 
children should be left to play, minimal coaching/instruction is recommended. 15 minutes is a 
good amount of time for play two.  
 



Seasonal Plan – a guide to ensure a holistic approach is used to develop players in all areas of 
the game. 
 

 
Attacking topics:       Defending topics: 
- Improve build up in our half    - Prevent the opponent build up in our half  
- Improve build up in opponents half   - Prevent the opponent build up in their half 
- Improve scoring goals    - Prevent the opponent scoring  
 
 
Principles of Coaching: 
1. Developmentally Appropriate 
2. Clear, Concise, and Correct Information 
3. Progressions of the activities 
4. Safe and Appropriate Area 
5. Decision Making by player 
 
Activity Checklist: 

• Is the activity ORGANIZED? 
• Is the activity GAMELIKE? 
• Are the players getting REPETITION? 
• Is the activity CHALLENGING? 
• Is the COACHING information age appropriate?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Week 1 
Attacking topic 

Week 2 
Defending topic 

Week 3 
Attacking topic  

Week 4 
Defending topic 

Week 5 
  Attacking topic 

 

Week 6 
 Defending topic   

 
Week 7 

 Attacking topic 
Week 8 

Defending topic 
Week 9 

 Attacking topic 



HYSA Recreation Soccer Guidelines 
 

 Pre-K K, 1st & 2nd Grade 3rd - 4th Grade 5th- 6th Grade 7th Grade & older 
Roster size 8-10 8 10-12 12-14 15-18 
Games None  4v4 7v7 9v9 11v11 
Goalkeeper N/A No Yes Yes Yes 
Game Duration N/A 4 x 10 mins 2 x 25 mins 2 x 30 mins 2 x 35 mins 
Referee’s N/A K- No 

1st & 2nd - Yes 
Yes Yes Yes 

Practice 45 mins to 1 hr 1 hour 1 hour 15 mins 1 hour 30 mins 1 hour 30 mins 
Ball size 3 3 4 4 5 
Build out line No Yes- half way line Yes- marked line No No 
Field and goal 
size 

 
N/A 

25/35 x 15/25 
4 x 6 

55/65 x 35/45 
6.5 x 18 

70/80 x 45/55 
7 x 21 

100 x 65 
8 x 24 

 
All age groups must have coaches and substitutes on one side of the field and spectators on 
the other. No spectators or coaches are allowed behind the goals. 
 
5-6th Grade Game day 
-9v9 including goalkeeper 
-Throw-ins when ball leaves the sideline.  
-Goal kick if ball leaves end line off the offense. Restart at the corner of the 6yard box. 
-Corner kick when ball leaves end line off of the defense. 
-Offside rule used. 
-Substitutions must ask the referees for permission. 
-Have substitutes ready to enter for quick turnaround when the ball leaves the play. 
-Coaches stay on the sidelines to coach.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Recommended Formation 1-3-2-3 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Roles and Responsibilities  

Goalkeeper #1 
1. Protect the goal 
2.Distribute wide and quickly (first line of attack) 
3. Communicate and organize  

 
Wide Defenders #2 & 3 
1. Defend- pressure, cover, balance 
2. Distribute- play out from the back 
3. Attack- join the play on your side of the field  
 
Wide Midfielders #7 & 11  
1. Support- both attack and defend 
2. Stretch the field- use width 
3. Penetrate with passing and dribbling 

 
  
 
 

Central Defender #5 
1. Defend- pressure, cover, balance 
2. Distribute- penetrate with passing 
3. Organize the defense 

Defensive Midfielder #6 
1. Support- both attack and defend 
2. Penetrate with passing and dribbling 
3. Fill the central space between attack- defense.   
 
 Striker #9 
1. Score and create 
2. Stretch the field- use depth/length 
3. Defend from the front  
 

Rover Midfielder #8  
1. Support the attack and defense 
2. Supply goal scoring chances 
3. Always be a passing option  
 
 



Coach Education  
If you are looking to develop your soccer knowledge the US Soccer Grassroots Licenses are 
online. The new licenses are online and in-person which cover 7v7,9v9 and 11v11 content. I 
strongly recommend all coaches do this course appropriate to the age you coach.  
 
 


